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Over the last few months, we have been providing weekly headlines only since our Innovate UK 

funding ended in March 2015.  

Our news service has been available since October 2005. Our Housing LIN and Telecare LIN 

membership database exceeds 40,000 people from around the world. 

From January 2016 we are now back with a monthly Telecare LIN roundup as well as 

maintaining weekly headlines together with daily news via Twitter (follow @clarkmike and 

#TLINnews).   

As in the past, we will be continuing to bring you an extensive curated coverage of digital health 

and technology enabled care references from the UK and around the world including telehealth, 

telecare, mobile health, telemedicine, ehealth, smart home technologies and Internet of Things. 

We will also be including more in the future on health informatics (including electronic health 

and care records), big data, artificial intelligence as well as health and care robotics.    

Weekly Headlines  

 

Obama Seeks To Make Mark On Genetic Medicine - via Forbes 
 
NHS Wales faces pressure all year, Dr Andrew Goodall says - via BBCNews 
 

NHS care.data scheme closed after years of controversy - via WiredUK 
 

Controversial £8m NHS project to harvest the medical files of millions of patients is scrapped - 
via MailOnline 
 
LGA urges councils and NHS to provide more help for children's mental health - via guardian 
 

NHS Wales staff praised in face of challenges - via BBCNews 
 
NHS to scrap single database of patients' medical details - via guardian 
 
NHS England 'closing' Care.data' - via @HSJnews (£ subs) - via HSJnews (£ subs) 
 
Is Google’s new NHS deal start of machine learning marketplace? - via newscientist 
 

Jeremy Hunt to impose new contract on junior doctors - via guardian 
 
Caldicott: Review of data security, consent and opt-outs - via Dhgovuk 
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Moorfields, Google - and a problem with sharing - via BBCNews 
 
Takeaway app Just Eat to test delivery robots - via BBCNews 
 
Tech companies blame price rises on Brexit vote - via BBCNews 
 
Why self-driving cars aren't safe yet - via guardian 
 
HummingBad malware infects 10m Android devices - via guardian 
 
Tough penalties and better data control - via digitalhealth2  
 

Could pill organisers lead to a situation where doses may become dangerous - via  
Telegraph 
 

From Big Data to Artificial Intelligence: The Next Digital Disruption - via HuffingtonPost 
 

Consumer interests at heart of Digital Economy Bill - rights to fast broadband - via DCMS 
 
NHS England to appoint CCIO' (the Wachter effect?) - via HSJnews (£ subs) 
 
Government introduces new data sharing legislation in parliament - via RoyalStatSoc 
 
Euro academic bodies pulling back from research with UK amid post-Brexit uncertainty - via  
BBCNews 
 

NHS finance chiefs warn of poorer care and longer waiting times - via guardian 
 
North Middlesex hospital chief executive leaves over A&E failings - via guardian 
 
Brexit impact: UK’s NHS still faces funding challenges after referendum vote - via CNBC 
 
Providers: Today’s Telehealth Tech Won’t Work For Future - via emrandehr 
 

Councils accused of 'unacceptable' pay rates for home care staff - via BBCNews 
 
Google DeepMind announces research project with NHS to detect eye diseases - via  
MobiHealthNews 
 
mHealth Study: Caregivers Want Medication Management Help - via mHealthIntel 
 
Artificial intelligence could help judges in online court - via UKAuthority 
 
Artificial pancreas that uses smartphone app and sensor may be diabetes game-changer - via  
DigitalTrends 
 
Health Foundation analysis of the impact on NHS finances of the UK leaving the European 
Union - via HealthFdn 
 
Lower-income Americans getting 'digital health,' too - via CNN 
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Apple pushes organ donor registration for US iPhone users - via guardian 
 
Local digital leadership: the way forward - via UKAuthority 
 
Government commits to excellent end of life care for everyone, seven days a week by 2020 - 
via DHgovuk 
 
Invitation to Tender for the role of Home Adaptations in Improving Later Life - via 
Ageing_Better 
 
Quality fears as NHS finance directors predict further problems for the future - via  
HospitalDr 
 
Google’s DeepMind AI to use 1 million NHS eye scans to spot diseases earlier - via arstechnica 
 
Social care leaders urged to consider options for managing identity and authentication online - 
via wiredgov 
 

Will Personal Health Budgets for wheelchairs fix the problems? - via CECOPS 
 

Ministers 'looking to impose doctor contract - via BBCNews 
 
Sutton integrates social care and health record - via digitalhealth2 
 
Care Minister, Alistair Burt announces resignation - via HJSNews (£ subs) 
 

NHS IT like a "1950s bank" - Swindells - via digitalhealth2 
 
Brexit and EU vote to leave impact explained for#TEC #health #housing #socialcare - via  
TSA 
 
Junior doctors reject contract offer - via guardian 
 
Google's DeepMind to peek at NHS eye scans for disease analysis - via BBCNews 
 

Brexit could leave NHS facing £500m-a-week shortfall by 2030 - via GPonlinenews 
 

Google DeepMind pairs with NHS to use machine learning to fight blindness - via 
guardian 
 
The NHS is exploring whether Google's AI could help to save people's eyesight - via  
techinsider 
 
Bexley to launch new service which shares your health and social care information - via  
BexleyTimes 
 

NHS finance chiefs warn of poorer care and longer waiting times - via guardian 
 
'Uncertainty' in NHS over Brexit - via BBCNews 
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Some EU doctors 'not applying for posts in the UK' since Brexit vote - via itvnews 
 
Hot topics - Augmented reality and virtual reality - via TechCrunch 
 
Is tech business united over Brexit?' (Julian Blake on Medium - via JulianBlake 
 

Why Brexit is bad news for cancer research - via guardian 
 
Cancer patient receives a 3D-printed jaw - via engadget 
 
Metrics on NHS digital transformation to be made public, says National Information Board - via  
PublicTech 
 
The 100 most influential leaders in Health Tech - via HotTopicsHT 
 
Techstars and Dealroom launch a digital map with more than 500 investors active in European 
tech - via tech_eu 
 
How Can We Design Assistive Technology that Helps People with Early-Onset Dementia? - via  
mariawolters 
 

Selected pages from beta version of NHS.UK to be made available for feedback on NHS Choices 
- via UKAuthority 
 
Simon Stevens: Government must deliver on Brexit funding promises - via HSJnews (£ subs) 
 
Councils must play a more pivotal role in health and care integration - via guardian 
 

Implications of UK vote to leave the EU on Adult Social Care - via NCFCareForum 
 
Bolton Council moves social care services to trading company to avoid closures - via  
CommunityCare 
 
Robot Amelia – a glimpse of the future for local government - via guardian 
 
This seismic shock to British public life will have three major implications for the NHS - via  
HSJEditor 
 
NHS reform plan 'arrogant' says Warrington council boss - lack of local transparency? - via  
BBCNews 
 
Improving outcomes for older patients with technology - via wellbeing_org 
 

NHS stretched by immigration, says majority - British Social Attitudes Survey - via BBCNews 
 
The King’s Fund calls for NHS commitment to a new partnership with patients - via  
TheKingsFund 
 

NHS urged to work more collaboratively with patients – via public_finance_ 
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NHS child mental health services are failing the next generation, say GPs - via guardian 
 
Opinion: Powerful facial-recognition software can shred your privacy with just 1 photo - via  
MarketWatch 
 

British patients will test Alzheimer’s 'recovery plan - via thetimes 
 
#ForAccessibleHomes - Campaign on importance of accessible homes - via Habinteg 
 
Brexit: Fall in £ could create extra £900m bill for NHS - increased costs of goods - via  
HSJnews (£ subs) 
 
Acute care resources must be redirected into community care - ADASS - via psenews 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
News headlines prepared by Mike Clark (@clarkmike) and brought to you by the Telecare 
LIN  

Disclaimer: “We provide this newsletter for information purposes only and TelecareLIN 
nor the authors accept any liability whatsoever for inaccuracies, errors or omissions 
therein or for any consequences arising therefrom.” 
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